
Institutional Memory Loss

Throughout the many years I had been employed inside Central High, the signage and 
décor of a regularly used space known as the English Teachers’ lounge (an invitingly homey 
space containing a table, a couch, extra chairs, a microwave, a refrigerator and plenty of 
cupboards; a room where meetings were held, lunches had, and supplies kept) changed little.  
Recurrently I had seen, and smiled at, a poster someone had thought to tack up near the copy 
machine.  Below a picture of a drowsily lounging and decidedly laid-back polar bear, a square-
lettered caption stated:

“Every time I get the urge to do something?  
“I lie down until it goes away.”
It only took a second to glance at the sofa – and imagine the possibilities. 
For almost as many years, I had taken additional note of a supplemental – and perhaps 

even more teacher-pertinent – adage which had been placed with a high visibility next to the 
back exit.  In heavily bolded letters, the prominent signage asserted: 

“Of all the things I’ve lost?  
	
 “I miss my mind the most.”

As semester after semester spun toward a climactic conclusion, heavy with project, 
program, assessment, paper, computer and grading expectations – well, more often then not?  

I felt that I comprehended that particular sentiment exactly.
	
 Thinking back, now, and recollecting that room – suddenly I realize?
	
 After being pushed out of Central High, as I had struggled to navigate a succession of 
forced assignments inside chaotically invaded middle schools – well, somewhere along the way?  
The old-fashioned, old-school tradition I had come to think of as normal: that conventional 
system of supporting, encouraging and expecting use of a department-specific/department-
friendly teachers’ lounge: 
	
 Had, within all of the destabilizing movement...
	
 Been lost.   
	
 A department-particular, administratively-provided space; a space where an invitingly 
homey room could be filled not only with familiar amenities, but, much more effectively and 
much more essentially, with an honest educator interaction.  With a sincere interest in one 
another’s lives; with an authentically interpersonal, morale building camaraderie.  An idea that 
was, now? 
	
 Somehow, gone.  No longer expected; no longer provided. 
	
 Evidently, no longer considered necessary.

Or.   
Was it possible:  
No longer allowed?

	
 Having initiated a lunch meeting with an invigoratingly intense teaching peer, I 
experienced one of those “ah-ha” moments when, during the course of our conversation, she 
explained: Due to the perspective she brought to teaching as a Black educator, she had rapidly 
ascertained multiple reforms at her almost all non-White building to be not only disinterestedly 
abusive, but problematically racist.  However, after having called attention to her concerns, this 
exceptionally intellectual young lady had not only been forced out of her teaching position, but 
out of (and assertively “banned from”) a district loudly claiming to be attracting and retaining 
the brightest and best.  



As she spoke, I found myself untangling yet another of the knots which so tightly secured 
our nationally acclaimed and philanthrocapitalist supported educational solution: that good 
teacher solution so loudly bent upon finding, training, and hiring an always fresh supply of newly 
inexperienced – but surely magically endowed – good employees.  

“The newest, youngest, and most inexperienced hires?” my youthful lunch companion 
suggested.  “If you’ve noticed?  They’re kept carefully separated from an unguarded interaction 
with older teachers.  This isn’t accidental; it’s done on purpose.”
	
 Nah, I thought.
	
 Really?

I mean, c’mon, did that even make sense?  
However, after taking a rapid mental inventory, it suddenly dawned upon me that in place 

of traditional department-only, department-led teacher meetings – meetings which for so many 
years had not only allowed, but encouraged, a democratically inclusive focus upon individual 
teacher concerns – well, since the advent of NCLB?  Those of us employed inside the world of 
low-income literacy had, all of us, old and young, experienced and inexperienced, everyone all 
together, been forced into attendance at an apparently endless supply of abruptly mandated but 
always administratively-led, administratively-orchestrated meetings.  

Never-ending trainings; countless professional developments. 
Assemblies where an intentional differentiation for actual background and ability?   
Had apparently been moot.  
Meetings where – despite ability, despite experience, despite interests – we had all been 

ordered to sit, individual views unsolicited and unheard, as data team leader, curriculum 
specialist, newly-hired coach, score-spewing administrator or minimally experienced evaluator 
controlled the day’s agenda: telling everyone, all together, what and how to think.  Meetings 
where young, greenhorn educators might immediately deduce that – speaking up?

Standing up?
Expressly drawing attention to self in the effort to state critical opinions?
Was now considered to be not only indecorous, but, in days of an über-modern 

accountability, had become an activity each year more insubordinately punishable.  
And was now, so very actively and visibly:
Discouraged.
Belatedly, then, it came to me.  Ever since my forced exit from Central High, there had 

not been, anywhere, a room set aside – a visibly personalized room with an easy chair or couch, 
a table, a copy machine, cabinets for supplies.  A space specifically created for use on an every 
day basis by the teachers particular to my department.  No friendly, voice-protective room which 
might encourage an ongoing communication, or the tending of unguarded personal relationships.  

In hindsight I saw it then: the artful elimination of an unsupervised interaction.
The separation not only of physical bodies, but, even more meticulously and insidiously, 

of thought.  Of opinions.  Of real, everyday, true-life teacher concerns.  Still, I struggled to grasp 
the possibility that thought suppression could be a purposeful intention of a nationally instigated 
school reform.* 
	
 “Think,” suggested my young and unusually astute lunch companion.  “Whenever you set 
out to destabilize tradition?	

	
 “Well, if your intention is to rout out old-school expectations, you first have to eliminate 
institutional memory.  If your goal is to erase employee’ expectations for a collaboratively 
democratic management even as you instill the fear of punishment and a subservient acceptance 



for top-down, corporate-style directives – can you afford to allow your newest and youngest 
employees to hear, or see, the interactive, opinion-supportive system that used to be in place?”    

*Even as look-at-me-I-want-to-be-president governors solicit attention by arguing the need to assertively shut down 
“woe-is-us” teachers’ lounges, it might be time for the nation to take note that the methodic elimination of a non-
orchestrated teacher interaction in lowest-income schools has already been going on, now, for more than a decade.


